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Why to study community planning in NEV?

•Community planning is effective and successful in addressing and achieving community 
goals (Green, 2009; Hamdi, 2013; Inspiring, 2013).

•Communities are taking local planning into their hands all around the world (Green, 2009; 
Hamdi, 2013; Inspiring Communities, 2013).

•There is a gap between community planning and formal planning (Albrechts, 2002; Innes 
and Booher, 2004).



What is community planning?



What is a community?

•Community of place / Community of interest

•People with ties which bind them psychologically and socially, and the geographical area 
where they feel connected (Phillips, 2008).



Normative definition



Descriptive definition



North East Valley
(NEV)



NEV: a special community

•1877 the North East Valley borough was proclaimed with 3,500 people aprox (Hendry, 
1976).

•Multi-ethnic (see census 2013).

•Including Opoho, Pine Hill and Forrester Park: 8,964 people (census 2013).



NEV Community Project







Aim:

•To explore the relationship between formal planning and community driven planning

Objectives:

•Explore the values, approaches and relationships between DCC planning and community 
planning in NEV.

•Examine and assess how asset mapping contributes to building capacity for community 
planning.         



Methodology



The views on Community Planning

DCC: Community planning is driven by the DCC.
Example: Place Based Planning Approach





The views on Community Planning

NEV: Community planning is driven by the community



Community planning is: 

The process of a community figuring out the steps they 
need to take in order to get to the future that they 
want. This process is characterised by being holistic, 
inclusive, representative, participative at a local level, 
future and process oriented, and it has both formal and 
informal elements and stages. It can be done with or 
without the involvement of formal planning 
institutions.



The benefits of Community Planning

First stage: getting people together.

•People look after each other

•People become visible and connected

•Decreases vandalism and crime



The benefits of Community
Planning

Second stage: people developing 

ideas together.
•Community planning sparks ideas

•Empowerment of community members

•People in need gets better supported

•The community can identify and mobilise its capacity

•Places look better



The benefits of Community Planning

Third stage: people thinking and acting together as a 
community.

•Better use of space

•The community gets a unified and representative voice

•Is a school of citizenship

•Better economic outcomes



The value of bringing together CP and DCC 
planning:

•Assess effectiveness of agencies interacting with communities

•More efficiency in the DCC functioning

•Communities get more resilient

•Better perception of DCC by communities

•Projects get better supported and assisted



Conclusions:

Community Planning when driven by communities is:
Holistic, inclusive, representative, participative at a local level, future

and process oriented.

The view on community planning does impact on the outcomes of it.

Institutional learning is a challenge for both communities and
formal planning institutions



Unleash the power of  community!



Kia ora!
Gracias!

Thank you!

Questions?


